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BREAKER LOK 
Secure any circuit breaker in the 
Position with ease! 

- Universal lock fits most breakers & 
standard toggle switches. 

- Set screw and rigid leg prevents lock from 
slipping off breaker. 

- Reusable & corrosion resistant. 
Part# 75000 - 5 Pack 
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Part# 97100 
A construction quality Cord Connection System for protecting your corded power tools and extension cords. The 
Industrial Cord Connector extends cable life and adds convenience to all your corded tools and extension cords. 
Simply add a Cord Stop to the ends of both the corded tool and the extension cord, cover the Stops with the Barrel 
cover and cinch the straps tight. The snug Barrel Cover protects your electrical connection from the outdoor elements 
and job site knocks and bangs. The Industrial Cord Connector holds your cords tight and eliminates time wasting 
disconnects. The Industrial Cord Connector puts an end to cord wear from knotting and tying. 

Industrial Cord Connector Kit, includes: 1x Barrel Cover, 2x Cinch 
Straps and Cord Stops for #10, #12, #14, #16 cables. Additional Cord 
Stops are available to protect all your corded tools and cords. For 
more information on the Industrial Cord COJimec:tor;mal. a~~~t:. 
visit'RaekMA-Tiers.com 

- GROOVE 

EZ Bulb makes it effortless to change and replace 
par LED light bulbs with simple and easy to use 
attachments that fit on any universal extension pole. 
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EZ Bulb is available as a Suction Cup Kit or 3" or s• kit containing 
an interchangeable holder and 6 light bulb inserts for the top lead
ing light bulb manufacturers in today's market. 

154400 cup kit 
#54300 EZBulb 3" 6 piece LEO Kit 
#54500 EZBulb 5" 6 piece LEO K~ 
NOTE Un1versol Extcn,icn Pol~ Not Included 
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Hey, it's RaCk-A-Tiers. Text 888-939·9991 
to find out more about text groove and 
how to start your free trial! 

Okay Thanks! 

• I'll text you nght now! 
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